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ABSTRACT
The computer-aided drug design uses computational chemistry tools to discover, enhance or study drugs related to
biologically active molecules. Here, we developed a molecular docking integrated and distributed platform (MODIP) for the virtual screening of bioactives compounds. MODIP is a webserver application, which downloads and
prepares the compounds from the PubChem BioAssay database in a suitable format for docking with Autodock
vina. The platform is able to screen in parallel chemotherapeutic receptors and its off-targets related proteins.
MODIP can be run locally and is adaptable for running others public docking software and chemical databases.
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RESUMEN
Plataforma integrada de acoplamiento molecular para el cribado virtual de compuestos bioactivos. El
diseño de fármacos asistido por computadora utiliza herramientas de la química computacional para descubrir,
mejorar o estudiar los medicamentos relacionados con las moléculas biológicamente activas. Aquí desarrollamos
una plataforma de acoplamiento molecular integrada y distribuida (MODIP) para el cribado virtual de compuestos
bioactivos. MODIP es una aplicación de servidor web, que descarga y prepara los compuestos de la base de datos
PubChem BioAssay en un formato adecuado para el acoplamiento molecular con el programa Autodock vina.
La plataforma es capaz de examinar en paralelo los receptores quimioterapéuticos y sus blancos moleculares no
específicos. MODIP se puede ejecutar localmente y es adaptable para ejecutar otros programas de acoplamiento
público y bases de datos químicas.
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Introduction
In concert with the continued need for improvements
of in silico docking accuracies, the explosive growth
of commercial and publicly available chemical databases requires computational techniques to efficiently
implement docking protocols and rapidly screen millions of compounds in a timely fashion. The goal of
docking is to identify, among the large number of possible orientations of a ligand within the binding site of
the target, the one closest to the experimental structure of the complex [1]. This is done by using a mathematical function that accounts for the goodness of
the coupling between ligand and target. Consequently,
two key elements of the docking problem are: a) a
good sampling method, and b) an accurate scoring
function. Virtual screening (VS) is the extrapolation
of docking to the case in which a large database of
molecules is going to be processed [2].
Several docking programs have been developed for
VS since the initial development of UCSF Dock, such
as AutoDock [3], GOLD [4] and GLIDE [5]. There
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have been reports of the successful identification of
lead compounds using docking-based VS methods
[6-14]. To perform VS, the combination of various
computational programs and molecular graphic environments is required. The integration of all these
tools in a way that all of them are executed in a single
graphic environment could reduce the difficulty of VS
protocol implementations. However, few integrated
software platforms are freely available today such as
IVSPlat [15], WinDock [16], PyRx [17], MOLA [18],
DOVIS [19] VSDMIP [20] and K-screen [21].
In this study, a VS web platform was developed by
the integration of some of the methodologies applied
to computer-aided drug design. Free tools (MySQL,
Apache, Ruby, RoR, Bootstrap, NCBI Entrez Utilities, PUG SOAP web services and AutoDock tools)
and open source software (AutoDock Vina and Open
Bebel) were used to build the whole application. PubChem BioAssay is a database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/ pcassay) which stores chemical compounds used
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in experimental assays with different therapeutic targets; it is the main data source for MODIP. VS using
MODIP is semi-automated due to the user must define
before the receptor binding site cavity and the grid
box size required for docking with Autodock Vina.
The size and the exact position of the box should be
defined by the user using external tools like Autodock/
Vina plugin for PyMol [22] or AutoDock tools [23].
A study case for docking is the enzymatic activity cathepsin B. This is a potential terapeutic target
for the control of the zoonosis caused by Fasciola hepatica. Furthermore the mammal proteins have being
studied as therapeutics targets against cancer. Despite
there are multiple assays of compounds evaluated to
the rat, bovine and human cathepsin B, there is no information against the parasite enzyme. In this regard,
we reported the results of “cathepsin B” as PubChemBioAssay query; docked to human, bovine and Fasciola hepatica cathepsin B. Other selection criteria
were that the three dimensional structures are close
(high identity percentage), the catalytic pockets are
open cavities and have being solved free or as complex, in the binding mechanism are not heteroatoms
involucrate. Moreover, the compounds described as
potential inhibitors do not have atoms incompatible
with the Autodock vina scoring function.
Given these reasons, this work was aimed to implement a VS web platform of related proteins to update,
manage and notify molecular docking results from the
PubChem databases, for therapeutic targets and/or its
homologous proteins or off targets.

Methods
Platform design
MODIP is based on Linux/Apache/MySQL/Ruby/
RoR/Bootstrap/Autodock Vina and NCBI Entrez Utilities and PUG SOAP web services. In the preparation
of the system programming language Ruby (1.9.3)
was used. Rails (3.2.8) served as a framework to develop web application. The transmission system database used was MySQL Server (5.5.38) in conjunction
with Workbench (6.0.8) [24] as a visual interface to
support the manipulation of data during the development phase. The molecular docking was made by
AutoDock Vina program package (1.1.2-3) [25], together with Open Babel (2.3.2) [26] and several functionalities from the AutoDock Tools program (1.5.7)
[27]. The visual interface design was developed
through the web development platform bootstrap [28].
This interface provides the point of access to all system functions. Users have two categorizations within
the web application: in a session or not. This role will
determine the ability to query and access information
related to the results of molecular docking.
Download engine
The Download Engine is the component where the connection with the services to download is built provided
by PubChem SOAP (PUG SOAP and NCBI Entrez
Utilities). Its’ code is encapsulated in a library called
download engine. This engine is also inserting data
processed through the database module handles. This
module has a mechanism to ensure that a download
could not insert data that was previously or are being

processed by another download. The soap4r library is
used to develop client applications or server applications using SOAP [29]. Within this lies the wsdl2ruby.
rb executable that converts all the information that
a web service provides into a WSDL file with Ruby
classes. In this project soap4r was used to establish a
model based on objects PUG SOAP and NCBI Entrez
Utilities services model. By running the download engine is filled the local database and the files related to
the assays, with extension CSV, and the compounds in
SDF, are obtained. These are in the server represented
in two (SDF 2D) or three (SDF 3D) dimensions.
Receptors
VS can be based on prior knowledge of the threedimensional structure of a target (nucleic acids or
proteins), available on the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
database through the website www.rscb.org/pdb/
home/home.do. The methods for obtaining such a
structure can be experimental or by homology modeling. Experimental methods are the most used: crystallography X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic
resonance. The formats are stored in a *.pdb or *.ent
with the information about the Cartesian coordinates
of the atoms forming molecules. In this work, they
were used as test the human and bovine “cathepsins b”
receptors (pdb codes 1GMY: A and 1QDQ: A) as well
as a model by homology modeling of the F. hepatica
“cathepsin b” (with the Shistosoma mansoni cathepsin
B as template, pdb code 3QSD). Input files for molecular docking were obtained through the script prepare_receptor4.py from the program AutoDock Tools.
Database
The data was taken from PubChem repository (pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) for filling the local database
and the construction of a local directory, where the
files that establish the relation assay (CSV extension)
and compounds (SDF extension) are stored. Of the
three databases that comprise the PubChem Bioassay
repository available at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pcassay and Compound available at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pccompound were initially taken into account,
although not being applied for Substance.
Molecular docking
The establishment of an order of the compounds according to the results of molecular docking of them
with the system targets is one of the fundamental
goals of the platform. This module is responsible for
obtaining the necessary values for this ordering. Just
like the download module, it is a distributed service
accessible from Ruby druby: //localhost:1992. It
uses the docking library as the main center for molecular docking. This is assisted by the Open Babel,
AutoDock Vina programs, besides the script prepare_
ligand4.py from the AutoDock Tools program. Figure
1 shows the procedure with a data set employed (cathepsin B as query).

Results and discussion
MODIP infrastructure
The system consists of three distributed components and a web interface. The first component
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Figure 1. MODIP data set workflow. The colors of the components have the following meaning: red, steps followed
by user; green, input data; blue, processes made by the platform. The user must login, configure the system and
suggest the queries. Previously he must prepare the receptor.pdbqt archive for each of the three receptors and
the conditions for the molecular docking provided on the config.txt archives (center and dimensions of the grid,
energy range, etc.). As results, the user will receive an email with the sorted docking result list. The system will
remain active in an iterative way while exist the update cycle execution functioning or will be done a new query.

handles the download requests made by users (download module). The second one performs the virtual
screening of the chemical database using as receptor a specific therapeutic target (docking module).
The third component is responsible for interacting
with the local databases, avoiding the incorporation of duplicate records (database module). The
web interface allows the access of the users to the
systems functionalities and displays the stored data.
In this interface are the Query Manager and Docking Manager classes, which provide the link to the
download and docking modules respectively, coined
as Download Observer and Docking Observer. These
modules are responsible for managing the notifications generated during downloads and docking. Figure 2 shows the interaction among the main system
components.
Notifications to the users
The user can operate the system through the web application, where all information relating assays and
compounds are public (no credentials are required to
access to them), except the table that indicates the order of the compounds according to the values of these
molecular docking. Once the user utilizes the web
application, it has the opportunity to log in. When it
initiates the execution of a query, the web application

starts a notice service showing the discharge process
associated with the query.
This functionality is achieved by HTML5 ServerSent Events (SSE). Due to the use of SSE, the platform
should be accessed from a web browser that supports
HTML5, otherwise it is not possible to view the download process of new compounds.
Download of assays and compounds
An important part of the system is the incorporation of
new assays and compounds, through the implementation of downloads. These downloads are processed
in parallel by the module downloads through a set
of processes. The data required to run the download
are serialized and sent over a socket to the processes.
These data were serialized and deserialized with the
help of methods marshal_dump and marshal_load
of module Marshal respectively [30]. The processes
use, within an infinite cycle, the accept method of
the socket class to process downloads requests as assigned [30]. If it required that a download is processed
but there are no processes available, the action is executed by the module itself through the creation of
another execution thread with the Thread class [30].
The download module, besides being a distributed
service, implements the observable pattern. From the
web interface to run a query from the object class
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Query_Observer is created and linked to the service in
order to get the notifications it receives by the download engine. Each notification has a unique identifier
that relates to the query from which it comes, so the
notifications are identified and analyzed only by the
object which establishes a link with the product of
that query server. When this module starts its service,
it takes two optional parameters; the first represents
the size of the set of processes to create and the second, the “proxy” for the internet connection during
download. If you do not specify a size for the whole
process, it will not be created and there is no process
available. For internet, it is assumed that a “proxy” is
not required if this is not specified.
Data access
The access module database is responsible for inserting the assays and downloaded compounds as well as
handling any request to the database by the download
engine. This module uses ActiveRecord to connect to
the underlying database system, its default configuration, ActiveRecord maintains a set of five connections
to handle requests to the database. The connections
can be used by only one thread at a time and each
one served only one order. After the application, the
connection is re-built (not necessarily immediately) to
the connection, in order to be used again. If not any
available connection is not found at the time of the application, ActiveRecord waits for a time interval (five
seconds by default), trying to enabled a connection
for use. If this does not occur, an error is thrown and
the request is not processed. Due to the possibility of
many download applications running simultaneously
(by one or more users), the number of connections is
increased to 20 and each connection enclosed in a box
that tells ActiveRecord immediate return at the end of
this application. This ensures having the largest number of connections available at all times.
Moreover, it is necessary to avoid downloading
and storing data more than once. To achieve this, the
download module uses a dictionary with the identifiers of the assay and compounds (AID’s and CID’s,
respectively) being downloaded, but have not been
inserted into the database. These dictionaries are
handled by a monitor that prevents concurrency problems that are generated when two or more processes
try to access these resources at the same time. In this
way, when a process is about to download an assay
or compound, the module verifies that it is not being
processed (its identifier does not appear in the corresponding dictionary) and that it does not exist in the
database. When the resource is inserted into the database, its identifier will be eliminated from the corresponding dictionary.
Database
The data were managed system with a relational database MySQL. The structure of the tables that comprise
the database relied heavily on information taken from
PUG web services SOAP and NCBI Entrez Utilities.
A lot of data was obtained of these services, however, there were taken only those deemed relevant and
interesting by the users to their investigations. It was
used a numeric auto incremental value id as primary
key in all tables.

Figure 2. System components flow. The colors of the components have the following meaning: purple, connection components between two modules; orange, distributed services;
green, notifications components; blue, download and molecular docking library; red,
molecular docking programs; light blue, PubChem web services and gray, the local and
PubChem databases. The green arrows indicate the flow of notifications while the blue
ones indicate the communication among components.

Each foreign key id has the format xxx_id, where
xxx is the singular name of the table to which it refers.
This avoided extra settings establishing the navigation properties in the object model created by ActiveRecord.
Assays
The process of insertion of the data begins downloading the assays corresponding to a therapeutic target.
Using NCBI Entrez Utilities Service, specifically the
ESearch role, allowed the identification of assays related to a target using more expressiveness. The ESearch function receives two mandatory parameters
that relate to the PubChem database, where it will
make finding relevant and the query in question. The
query has its own syntax, which can filter the information for all the indexed fields possessing the database. The Einfo function returns the indexed fields of
a database if it is specified as a parameter. Importantly
ESearch has another set of parameters divided into
the following three groups:
Server files
Within this group are the usehistory, WebEnv and
query_key parameters. Using these three parameters
ensured an optimization in the search, because with
them the server keeps track of the results of a query to
be used in subsequent calls.
Recovery
The retstart and retmax parameters were used in obtaining the information by intervals. With retstart the
starting index of data recovery is specified and with
retmax the amount recovered.
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Date
The parameter MinDate specifies the oldest date that
must have the results of the search; analogously MaxDate represents the top date. Thus, any query is filtered by the range between the two dates.
Invoking the function ESearch finally returns an
object that contains the list of identifiers of the assay
(AID’s) associated with the query. After obtaining the
IDs, proceed to perform the insertion into the database
using the functions PUG SOAP[31].
Compounds
To download the compounds, we proceeded to parse
the CSV file for each assay. As a result, the identifiers
of each compound are recovered (CID’s). Unlike assays, compounds have PUG SOAP functions that extract the information, so that this had to be retrieved
from the referenced file.
The SDF extension can be processed by the Open
Babel program, which carries information from one
file to another SDF 3D*2 in mol2 and then accepted
by the program package AutoDock Vina. Hence, this
type of file is encoded in a readable format for all
people.
PUG SOAP has the facility to download the compounds in two dimensions (file SDF 2D *2) and three
dimensions (SDF 3D file). This work was priority
downloading three dimensional compounds as they
may be incorporated directly into the molecular docking strategies. Despite not being available in 3D, it is
then downloaded 2D, allowing them to be taken after
SDF 3D. As it is the case with the assays, not all the
information provided by the compound file is part of
the compounds table in the local database. SDF 3D
and SDF 2D are nomenclatures only made in this paper to refer to SDF files whose coordinates are in two
or three dimensions respectively.
Molecular docking
The molecular docking is responsible for obtaining
values that establish the level of interaction between
one or more chemical compounds represented in three
dimensions and a therapeutic target (receptor). There
are many criteria to obtain these values. In this platform, an energy criterion was used, with which the
results of the interaction are measured in terms of
energy expenditure [32]. One of the methods used to
make the molecular docking involves an iterative process in which the target compounds are prepared by
a set of programs. There are studies that grouped all
these actions in one script responsible for all processing [33]. This approach provides better performance
when the work is led by specialists in this branch. The
present work was taken into account thus making the
molecular docking in conjunction with a visual interface for easy access to this functionality.
Successful completion of this procedure in the system only requires the preparation of the compounds.
AutoDock Vina receives its input parameters between
two files that identify the receptor (target) and the
ligand (compound) in PDBQT format. Although the
system allows the user to insert the receptor directly
in this format, the compounds are stored with SDF extension. This decision to keep the compounds represented as SDF is based on this representation as basic,

so obtaining PDBQT is done by conversion programs.
Depending on how good the program convert formats,
the better quality will end. Therefore, the incorporation of an improved performance that depends on the
conversion can be achieved in the system by replacing
the converter used.
To obtain a PDBQT from an SDF file, one must
pass through two stages of conversion. First the Open
Babel program was used to convert the SDF file to
MOL2. This was used in the system by calling the
operating system indicating its execution in another
process [30]. However, as part of its distribution,
Open Babel provides an interface for applications that
can be used and integrated for various programming
languages (including Ruby). With this facility all the
features of Open Babel are encapsulated in a bookstore with the same source language to use the code.
Once the file is in MOL2 extension, the python
script prepared_ligand4.py turns it to a PDBQT. Finished later this, the file is now ready to perform for
AutoDock Vina docking. Other required parameters
are those that identify the three-dimensional space
(box) where the receptor-ligand interaction is performed. This space is defined by a center of Cartesian coordinates and dimensions of width, height and
depth. Optionally you can specify the program number of conformations of the compound. Each shape
represents a different position of the compound in
the process of interaction with the target (change of
its coordinates). In addition, you can specify a range
of energy value representing the maximum energy
difference between the best and worst conformation
and the amount of chips to be used for docking. By
default it uses all that are available. All these parameters are specified directly through the web interface.
The output from AutoDock Vina is a PDBQT file
with the energy values for each molecular conformation docking. The end result for a compound is
the minimum of the energy values of this with the
receptor.
This functionality is present in the system in two
different ways. A molecular docking can be performed by the user directly through a Web interface
view; this allows setting the docking by selecting
compounds that intervene in the prosecution and the
receiving target.
The user can view the process in a similar way
to what happened with queries, once the docking
implementation begins, through notifications with
“HTML5 Server-Sent Events” application, shown in
figure 3. This functionality is performed in another
way by downloads made by the engine of download.
When finished downloading, the automatically downloaded to all compounds will have a simple molecular docking with the target of the query that produced
the download belongs. The results are analyzed by
performing an ordering of these novel compounds in
relation to previously stored in the system. The final
order to occupy the new compounds is sent in a notification via email to the user responsible for the query.
This email also contains the highest scores (thresholds) of the target compounds.
Compounds ranking
The ranking of a compound in the list has to do with
the specificity of the binding of this target to be taken
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Figure 3. Molecular docking progress. In the top view shows the parameters of the receptors involved in the processing (bovine cathepsin B receptor). Details of the results are shown in the black area below the progress bar.

to the order. The targets used as test set are divided by a
set of receptors belonging to three categories. The categories of receptors in this example are: Human receptor, Bovine receptor and Parasitic receptor. To establish
an order with a therapeutic target, each compound is
assigned a triplet that contains the minimum values of
molecular docking for each target receptor, grouped by
category. Once these values have been computed, the
system is performed through a comparison between
objects that group CID values of the compounds and
their respective panels. The CID value is used only to
define an order if an order cannot be achieved by other
means which will be mentioned below.
The comparison algorithm receives two objects O1
and O2 returning two values 1 or -1. The value 1 indicates that the object is greater than O2 O1, instead;
the value -1 indicates that O1 must occupy a lower
position than O2 in the final order. O1 is less if the
absolute value of the subtraction of the first two values
in its internal is larger than this same value in O2. In
case of computing the same result for the two objects,
the same procedure is considered but with the first and
last value in the triads. If after these operations the
same values remain, it returns -1 if the CID of O1 is
less than the O2, and 1 otherwise. The CID is a unique
field, so that the values are different for two different
objects. If any of the above views subtraction cannot
be made by the omission of any of the values of the
triplet, the object with the missing value occupies a
larger position in the order.
An important feature of this method is that depending on the location of the values within the triads the
order of the compounds can change. This feature is

taken into account in the system with the ability to
specify what the user appears in the three receptor positions available to the system. The order of the receptors is the same that occupy in the triads. In the case of
automatic molecular docking, the configuration taken
by the system to fix the order was preset so that the
receptor of the parasite is placed first, then the bovine
receptor and finally the human. This order is to identify those compounds that inhibit the parasite and have
the least effect on the cattle first and humans in second
place. Figure 4 shows the order of the compounds for
the following configuration of receptors: Parasite receptor, Human receptor and Bovine receptor.
The design of inhibitors of F. hepatica cathepsin B
(initial data platform) can be based on the exploration
of the structural differences between them and mammals. The high similarity between their binding sites
makes available all information relating to inhibitors
as the basis for the rational design of molecules with
higher substrate specificity to parasitic proteases. Although the differences observed in this study did not
result in significant appearance, the basis for more
comprehensive studies that will define the true importance of these proteins as therapeutic target. The
strength of this work resides in that this tool can be
extrapolated to any therapeutic target in order to update methodologically the research for new drugs
with three related receptors (by homology, paralogous, affinities in cross reaction, etc) at the same time.

Conclusions
VS and in silico drug design techniques have become
one of the important processes for medicinal chemists
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Figure 4. Compounds order. Cathepsin b target order, under the receptors configuration in the order: parasite, human and bovine. The red asterisks
(*) remark the compounds selected as actives in one or different assays.

to conduct their rational design of novel scaffold compounds and can even predict their bioactivities before
being synthesized. Furthermore, commercial software
continues to expand on the core user interface, and
new algorithms from both industry and academia are
quickly into the high-end packages. Public domain
packages are becoming more stable and offering functionality that rivals some of the commercial offering.
This platform has a relational database to store
the relevant assay data of therapeutic targets and
compounds ensuring referential integrity. The downloaded information is handled by a distributed service
that works as a separate server. These are made using the NCBI Web services Utilities Entrez and PubChem PUG SOAP. From the web interface a user can
schedule the execution of tasks to be performed in this
service. Integrating programs of rational drug design
yielded energy values for all compounds discharged to
the system in three dimensions (SDF 3D). The users
can select until six different criteria to sort the docking
results, for a target with three receptors (e.g., the therapeutic target and two homologous proteins) and sets
the order of specificity and substrate selectivity of a
compound for different targets. In case that there were
more receptors to evaluate, this number increases by
the formula n!/(n-3)!. The system also has a deployed
web application in Ruby on Rails allows PubChem
similar to features in a local context. This provides a
set of claims for downloading new data and performs
molecular docking. As added value, it reports via
email necessary for decision making. For these reasons, this Molecular Docking Integrated Platform is a

useful and friendly tool for finding new prophylactic
or therapeutic drugs.
MODIP platform is deployed and accessible at modip.biof.ufrj.br:443 (at this moment it is only available as an internal platform for the LMDM: Laboratory for Molecular Modeling and Dynamics). The
whole code for the platform is available at two public
github repositories (https://github.com/r-calero/modip) and (https://github.com/LMDM/modip). It can
be cloned and deployed at any data center under GNU
Affero General Public License.
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